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Submission of papers. It is a condition of publication in the Journal of Applied Probability that papers
shall not previously have appeared elsewhere, and will not be reprinted without the written permission
of the Trust. The copyright of all published paper hall be vested in the Tru t. It is the g neral policy of
the Journal not to accept for publication papers which cannot appear in print within 15 months of their
date of submission. Authors will receive 50 reprints of their papers free, and joint authors a proportional
share of this number. Additional reprints will be provided at co t.

Manu scripts should be written in English or French; manuscript in other language may be accepted
by the Editors, but will appear (subject to the author's agreement) in English or French translation in the
Journal. Authors are requested to comply with the following instructions in submitting their papers:

Authors in Britain, Europe, orth and South America should send three copies of their ubmissions to
the Applied Probability Office in Sheffield.
Author in Australasia and the Far East should send three copies of their ubmi ions to the Editor-in
Chief, Dr. J. Gani, in Canberra.
The Editor-in-Chief and the Applied Probability Office are in direct contact by Telex, and full details

of the papers submitted either in Sheffield or Canberra are available in both centre.
Alternatively, authors may submit papers to any of the Editors listed on the inside front cover. In thi

case, two copies of the submission should be sent to the Editor concerned, and one copy, with a copy of
the covering letter, should be sent to the Applied Probability Office in Sheffield.

Journal conventions. It will be of help to the Editor if the following convention are adopted:

a) The manuscript should be typewritten, using double spacing, on one side of the paper only.

b) Each paper submitted should be accompanied by
(i) a short abstract of approximately 4-10 line giving a non-mathematical de cription of the subject

matter and results;
(ii) a list of keywords detailing the content for the purpose of computerised information retrieval.

c) Reference should be indicated in the text by the name of the author( ) and the date, thus: Feller
(1961), and the full references listed at the end of the article in alphabetical order. Journal reference
hould include the title of the article cited, the title of the journal (abbreviated in the tyle of the

International Journal of Abstracts: Statistical Theory and Method), the volume, and inclu ive page
numbers. Book references should give the full title, the publisher, and the place of publication. For
example:

Feller, W. (1961) A simple proof of renewal theorem. Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 14, 2 5-293.
Robinson, E. A. (1959) An Introduction to Infinitely Many Variates. Griffin, London.

d) Type faces should be carefully distinguished on the manu cript u ing the following standard
method of marking:

Italics capitals (T, I, R) and lower case letter (t, i, r) hould be underlined once, e.g.
T, 1, 8, 1, i, [. Bold-face capitals (T, I, R) and lower ca e letter (t, i, r) hould have a curly
underline, e.g. T, I, R, t , i, r. Greek character (a, (3, (J) and cript letters ($, $, P1i) hould
be carefully drawn and- identified when fir t used by a marginal note of the form "a-lower ca e
Greek alpha' or '{!/l- cript R'.

e) Indices and subscripts should be clearly distinguished, using the marking ~ -;' where
necessary.

Authors will receive only first proofs for correction; charge will be made for exce ive alteration to
these.
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